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Samantha, Andrew and Connor are trying their best to determine what is inside the disk.



Connor and Francis are amazed that the nails balance. Try as they might, Connor and Nicholas can’t 

knock over the box but Jazz and Maritess accomplish the task with ease.  Woman power!!



Nick is also surprised that the nails balance.   The class uses Torque to determine the mass of a 

clamp.



Nicholas and Jack plan their longest cantilever structure while Samantha and Jazz show theirs off.  

Ryan is planning to win the competition and get the 1st prize: Donuts!



Andrew, Connor, Francis and Nick are sure their design will win but Mr. V shows them Jazz’s and 

Samantha’s design.  Connor is worried! 



The class constructs and displays their balancing bottle device.  How does the bottle balance?



The class constructs their centripetal force device.  Arturo and Francis are looking forward to 

constructing theirs.



The class demonstrates their centripetal force device.  Arturo and Francis! The cup is upside down.  

What is keeping the water inside the cup?



Nick goes for the record for swinging the most pennies balanced on a hanger. Teacher assistant, 

Matthew helps Maritess and Ryan construct their swing ride model.



Check out the cool design that Ryan used on his swing ride model.



Matthew helps Ryan build his inertial demo device. While Mr. V helps Francis construct his. Maritess 

is very excited to have her very own inertia demo device!



Jack tries to beat the record of getting the most pennies to fall into the bottle by knocking the hoop 

out of the way.  Nick, Jazz, Arturo, Samantha, and Nicholas are also trying to beat the record.  



Mr. V explains to the class how to construct their electrical circuit device.



The students plan their next step to construct their electrical circuit device.   Matthew helps Samantha 

cut the wood for her device.
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